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Realism Experience in Virtual Learning Laboratory Environment

ABSTACT: There has been a lot of research work in relation to online laboratories, however the idea of students experiencing
realism when performing experiments in such environments has not been the focus when setting up online or virtual
Laboratories.

The purpose of this paper is to find out the importance of realism experience (RE) in relation to laboratory experiments in a
virtual environment, the process of identifying them, and how to ensure that they are present when developing virtual or
online laboratories. A lot of research has been carried out on the understanding of subject content with virtual laboratories
and there has been a lot of success with it, however, there are other experiences that must go with these experiments to enable
students adapt to real life environment. In setting up a physical laboratory the idea of making sure students experience
realism as part of the learning process is a matter of course and as such not much effort is put in when setting the objectives
for the laboratory, however, the same cannot be said for setting up a virtual laboratory.

The paper concludes with the processes that must be followed in ensuring that realism experience is embedded in the process
of performing the laboratory experiments in a virtual environment and also to be able to determine whether a physical
laboratory experiment could be performed in a virtual environment without losing any of the learning experiences required
to give the student total learning experience as indicated by the Bloom’s taxonomy of learning domain.
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1. Introduction

The idea of teaching laboratory based subjects online, has become the focus of many researchers (Ulrich Harms, 2010) as a
result of the growth of Distance Education (DE) (Spanias, A. (2005), Kennepohl, D. (2010), Kennepohl at el (2005)). Initially, DE
basically comprised of non-laboratory based subjects. However with the advancement in technology, some institutions currently
offer laboratory-based subjects to distance learners (Zubia, Alves (2011), Sanchez, at el (2002)). The issue of realism when it
comes to performing laboratory experiments online has rather been a challenge especially when it comes to establishing a
process for identifying what has to be created in the virtual environment. The central focus of this paper is to establish the
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importance of realism in Virtual Laboratory Learning Environment (VLLE) and how these realism experience (RE) could be
identified and implemented. Realism as used in many research work in computer science or information technology has to do
with ‘How close computer generated images and processes’ are to reality (Pujol-Tost (2011), Johnson (2011)). Thus in this
paper, realism will be used to describe how close equivalency could be created between experience of the learners performing
physical laboratory work as against the one performing the same experiment in a virtual environment.

2. Realism Experience Within Virtual Laboratory Learning Environment

In many research works in relation to virtual systems, the definition of realism is assumed and as such not much thought is
given to what it could actually represent. Realism is generally defined as ‘The quality or fact of representing a person or thing
in a way that is accurate and true to life’  (Oxford Dictionary (2010). This definition gives the notion of representing something
that gives close resemblance to reality in such a way that it is difficult to distinguish the representation from reality. Creating
equivalence of the reality that gives a ‘feeling’ through sound, vision, movement, sensation etc. that ‘deceives’ the human mind
to believe that the equivalent is reality. This is what could be explained to be realism in relation to the Reality.

Experience as defined in Oxford Dictionary (2010) is ‘the practical contact with and observation of fact and events’. The focus
here is ‘contact with and observation of fact’. The learner is expected to come into contact with and observe facts and events
that invariably affect his or her understanding of theory and how it could be applied in real life.

Realism Experience (RE) therefore can be defined as the feelings, processes and consciousness that learners are expected to
encounter to enhance their learning as they study in a virtual environment just as they would have in a physical environment.
These REs are expected to enhance their cognitive, affective and psychomotor areas of learning. RE must of necessity be
present in all these three learning areas in order to achieve the learning outcomes expected to be gained by the learner. As
indicated by the Bloom’s taxonomy of learning Domains, for total learning to be achieved, the learning process must have
objectives set in all three learning domains (Krathwohl, 2002) and these are, the Cognitive, Affective and Psychomotor learning
Domains. Thus for effective learning to occur in a virtual environment, it is imperative that equivalent objectives are set in all the
three learning domains. This process of setting equivalent learning objectives will enable the creation of the necessary REs in
the virtual environment to induce the expected learning experiences anticipated.

When it comes to laboratory work, it is important to consider the work done by Buckley and Kempa (Buckley, Kempa, 1971) and
Kerr (1963). From their research, which is collaborated by many other researchers, the main aim of laboratory work is to
encourage students in manipulative skills, observational skills, the ability to interpret experimental data, and the ability to plan
experiments. Kerr adds some affective aims such as; interest in the subject, enjoyment of the subject and a feeling of reality for
the phenomena discussed in theory. Without the feeling of reality for the phenomena discussed in theory the learner might not
be able to relate theory to reality. Thus though it is important to have all the aims listed above incorporated in objectives set for
laboratory work, the affective aims are crucial if learners are to relate theory better to reality when laboratory work are setup in
the virtual environment.

The designing of computer graphics and processes (that is computer modules) to achieve these objectives is what is referred to
in this paper as realism experience. The affective and psychomotor learning domain objectives become the main focus of
providing the realism necessary for training the learners in the virtual environment. The manipulation of machines, sense of
danger when performing dangerous experiments, the level of carefulness and diligence required when dealing with expensive
reagents etc. can only be achieved by students when REs are created to mimic these experiences or ‘feelings’ during the
laboratory work. One can therefore safely conclude that without REs in a virtual Laboratory, the learners will miss out on some
critical experiences, which will put the student learning in a virtual environment at a huge disadvantage. Thus appropriate REs
must exist in a virtual laboratory for it to be considered as a Virtual Laboratory Learning Environment (VLLE). Therefore
whenever a VLLE is designed, the designer must consider the REs that must be present to validate the learning environment as
VLLE. The purpose of experiencing realism in this context is to aid learning, thus it is important to create not just anything that
excites the mind but what truly enhances learning.

Every RE that is created in a virtual environment must enhance learning. In this paper the act of enhancing learning is referred
to as Cognitive Value (CV). When the RE to be created will not enhance learning there is no value in creating such RE. When RE
enhances learning the CV is considered to be greater than 1 else CV is less than 1. For RE with CV < 1 there is no value in creating
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such REs. The determination of the CV of an RE is very subjective and based on the experience of the designer of the online
laboratory.

3. Identification Of Realism Experience

REs as indicated earlier, validate VLLE, as such it is necessary that all REs are properly identified and implemented for the Virtual
Laboratory to be a VLLE. Virtual laboratories come in different forms, Online laboratory; that is pure online simulation software
that mimic reality and can be used for training, remote laboratories; which are laboratories with physical equipment but controlled
through the Internet. There could also be a combination of the two concepts. Whatever form that the virtual/online laboratory
might takes, if the purpose is to use the laboratory for learning then experiences that learners go through using such systems
must be equivalent to what they would have gone through performing the same experiment in the physical environment. Realism
Experience modules as explained above therefore forms the basis of creating the equivalency between the two environments,
that is, physical and virtual/online environment. Realism Experience, that is, the computer modules, both hardware and software,
required to produce the REs must be carefully identified, developed and implemented to ensure that no learner performing an
experiment in a virtual/online environment misses out any important experience necessary for total learning.

Borrowing from the field of education, total learning is achieved when the learner in the process of learning, it said to have
gained new knowledge, has been affected by the process to have a change of attitude and in some instance developed a skill in
handling equipment or processes and is in a position to articulate it naturally.  This process is clearly identified and categorized
by Bloom as the Bloom’s taxonomy of learning Domain (Krathwohl, 2002).

The three domains as identified by Benjamin Bloom and his team are as follows;

1. Cognitive: Mental Learning skills (Knowledge)

2. Affective: growth in feeling and emotional Skill (attitudes)

3. Psychomotor: Manual or physical skills (Skills)

In developing REs to make certain that total learning is achieved as learners use the virtual/online laboratories, the designer of
the online laboratory must have a systematic way of ensuring that all the expected experiences are identified and developed.
Whatever experiences learners are expected to go through must meet the learning objectives for that particular experiment, thus
the learning objective becomes the basis for RE development.  To be able to create the equivalency learning experience between
the physical and the virtual/online learning environments, the learning objectives in both environments must be equivalent.
Please note that equivalency does not necessarily mean the same.

For total learning to be achieved, learning objectives, which represent what students are expected to learn after instruction
(Krathwohl, 2002) must be set to cover all the three learning domains, that is, the cognitive, affective and psychomotor learning
domains. Learning Objectives (lobj) must be set for each learning domain applicable to the experiement in question.  It must be
noted that the more detail the learning objectives are the easier it is to know if it is achievable. After identifying all lobjs in the
physical laboratory, it is important to weigh them. That is to determine whether it is critical to the outcome of the experiment or
just desirable. Critical learning objectives are those that are critical to the overall learning outcome of what the laboratory is
meant to achieve. The desirable are the nice-to-have but do not take much from the overall learning outcome if not achieved.
Learning Objective can therefore be Critical (lobj

c
) or Desirable (lobj

d 
).

Based on the fact that we expect leaners to have equivalent learning experience between the two environments, equivalent-
learning objectives must be developed for each learning objective stated in the physical environment. For each of the learning
objective developed in the online/virtual environment, REs that will enable the achievement of the learning objective in the
online environment must therefore be identified and developed.

In considering the objectives set in the virtual environment, the computer graphic and processes, that is REs, that will enable the
learning objectives to be met must carefully be designed to ensure that the students learning in the virtual/online environment
do not miss out on any necessary experience required for total learning. The REs therefore are derived from the Learning
Objectives set in the virtual/online environment. REs must of necessity be designed for all critical but not necessarily for
desirable objectives. Proper equivalence is established when REs can be designed for all lobjs identified in the physical
laboratory environment for a specific experiment. For each objective set in the virtual environment there might be REs that must
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be designed to meet that objective.

That is for each lobj
c
 in the virtual/online environment, REs necessary to achieve that objective must be identified for development,

If the REs relate to lobj
c
 (that is critical Learning Objective in the physical environment) then the expected learning outcome from

that REs are very important, thus such REs must be created to maintain equivalency between the two environments. From the
example given in table 1, objectives have been given on the various aspects that ought to be achieved by the learners. The
objective  (lobj

c4 
) requires that RE

c4..n
  be developed to enable pungent smell for identification of some cations. If the REs

identified (RE
c4..n

) cannot be developed, then that will affect the equivalency of such lobj
c4 

(in the physical environment) which
is critical for total learning experience. Since REs for any virtual/online laboratory is the basis for meeting the learning objectives
of the experiment, all REs that relates to a critical learning objective, that is lobj

c4
 in this experiment, which has been identified

MUST be developed for equivalency of learning outcome between the two environments. Figure 1 traces the process of
identifying the REs necessary for any online/virtual laboratory to achieve equivalency with a physical laboratory, which leads
to equivalency in learning experience.

Figure 1. Process of identifying REs
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4. Implementation of Realism Experience

After the identification and creation of the REs from the learning objectives as describes above, it is important that REs are
implemented in such a way as to ensure that the learning outcomes and experiences gained by learners are equivalent to leaners
performing the same laboratory experiment in a physical environment. To ensure that equivalency is established in the process,
the Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle will be adopted. Abdul Wahed and Nagy (2009) in their paper ‘Applying Kolb’s Experiential
Learning Cycle for Laboratory Education’, demonstrate how the use of the Kolb’s learning theory ensures a better learning
outcome when physical laboratory is combined with online laboratory. The Kolb’s learning theory as depicted in the figure 2
below, can be expanded for the implementation of REs to ensure better learning outcome and experience. The Kolb’s experiential
learning theory provides a clear mechanism of teaching and learning design and also supports constructivist view of acquiring
knowledge (Abdulwahed, Nagy, 2009). Using the four types of abilities suggested by Kolb, that is, Concrete Experience ability
(CE), Reflective Observation ability (RO), Abstract Conceptualization ability (AC) and Active Experimentation ability (AE)
(Kolb, 1984), Kolb argues that an individual ought to detect, depict, or grasp knowledge, for knowledge construction to take
place. The construction is the transformation of the acquired knowledge through experiencing knowledge. Kolb breaks the
knowledge acquisition in two parts, that is, apprehension and comprehension. Apprehension through the Concrete Experience
and Abstract Conceptualization and comprehension through Reflection Observation and Active Experimentation.

Implementing REs in virtual laboratories should therefore not just be focused on Active Experimentation but all the four stages
on the Kolb’s experiential theory to ensure that the learners are not disadvantaged in any way. REs must be implemented in such
a way as to ensure that learners experience each of the stages of learning according to Kolb. Most online labs, as normal labs,
concentrate on just the last stage of the kolb’s learning cycle, that is, the Active Experimentation and assume the other stages.
This cannot be so when one is dealing with distance learners who might not necessarily have all these stages of learning
available to them. It is therefore proposed that in implementing the REs for online labs with the Kolb’s learning cycle, REs are
used to explain the theoretical base of the experiment to be done (Concrete Experience). This will ensure that learners are made
to appreciate the basis of the experiment to be performed. Learners normally would have acquired this understanding in a typical
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Table 1. Development of Res for Identifying Cations in a Solution
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Figure 2. Flow diagram of REs identification
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classroom before moving on to perform the experiement. But as indicated earlier, since there is a possibility of distance learners
using the laboratory, in the process of building the online system, care must be taken to enforce the theories that forms the basis
of the experiment to be conducted in the online/virtual environment. The REs used in ensuring CE must be linked with the Actual
Conceptualization (AC). These two stages ensure that the learner benefit from the apprehension of knowledge acquisition. In
implementing REs with respect to the Cognitive Learning domain, such as, RE

c1..n
 , the developer combines the REs in such a

way that the learner can conceptualize how the theories affect real life situation as he/she uses the online laboratory.

Considering the example above, when implementing RE
c1..n

 to identify specific cation, the process must have content that will
explain the theories behind the color change REs and why it happen. This process will help the learner appreciate the purpose
of the color change being observed and why. In performing the experiment, REs must be implemented in an interactive manner
that encourages not just active participation of learners, but also to be reflective in their observation as they perform the
experiment, which is a fundamental skill that must be acquired by learners when performing experiment. For Reflective Observation
ability to be achieved by the learners, REs must be implemented in such a way as to create scenarios that cause the learners to
reflect in various outcome of the experiment. The process of performing the experiment is implemented at the stage of the AE
thus REs that ensures active interaction with the simulation of the various equipment and procedures get implemented. REs
implemented in this way enforce the various learning stages which invariably produces good learning outcome and experience
necessary in bridging the gab between the physical and the virtual/online environments.

5. Conclusion

Virtual laboratories are very important in extending laboratory experiment to distance students who might never have the
opportunity to use face-to-face laboratory equipment but also need to be trained in laboratory based subjects. Virtual/online
laboratories as described in literature has always focused on it usage. The concept virtual/online laboratory in education and
general training in industry have been enormous, however the process of putting it together to ensure that users, especially in
education can have equivalent experience has not been properly formulated. The importance of having realism in a virtual
laboratory environment has been discussed as well as the process of identifying and implementing them. When designing
virtual/online laboratories one ought to be sure that the design and it’s implementation meet general standard of experience
necessary for ensuring that there is equivalency between the physical laboratory being replicated in the virtual laboratory
irrespective of the form that the laboratory will take. The proposed Virtual Laboratory Learning Environment based on the Kolb’s
experiential learning theory and the Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning Domains as discussed in this paper helps in formalising the
process of identifying REs that ought to be created in the virtual laboratory environment and implemented to enable distance
learners or in general users gain all the necessary experience required for their training. For leaners using online or virtual
laboratories to experience total learning, Realism Experience must be the basis of the entire system development. The developed
REs must be derived from the learning Objective of the equivalent physical laboratory to create equivalent learning experience
between the physical and the online/virtual environment. The implementation of the REs, that is, the process of linking the REs
together to create the required processes and content, as indicated above must follow the Kolb’s cycle to ensure that the REs
developed are linked in such away as to bring all the learning stages as discussed in Kolb’s learning cycle. If for any reason the
REs that are linked to a critical learning objective cannot be developed due to cost or lack of technology then the equivalent
online laboratory cannot to used to train leaners to provide the equivalent learning experience as compared to the physical
laboratory environment. There is no doubt that when students gain realism in a virtual environment with the right processes it
will go a long way to bridge the gap between reality and virtual environments enabling distance or online learners to be trained
in laboratory based subjects without missing out on the experience necessary for laboratory training.
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